Gaze conveys emotional information, and humans present sensitivity to its direction from the earliest days of life. Bipolar disorder is a disease characterized by fluctuating states of emotional and cognitive dysregulation. To explore the role of attentional control on face processing in bipolar patients (BP) we used gaze direction as an emotion modulation parameter in a two-back Working Memory (WM) task while high-density EEG data were acquired. Since gaze direction influences emotional attributions to faces with neutral expressions as well, we presented neutral faces with direct and averted gaze. Nineteen euthymic BP and a sample of age-and gender-matched controls were examined.
Introduction
Early life experiences affect the way we learn to express and think about emotions (Frick and Morris, 2004; Graziano et al., 2010; Morris et al., 2007) . Bipolar disorder is a disease typically appearing early in life, during late adolescence or young adulthood (A.P.A., DSM I-V TR, 1994), with genetic and environmental factors contributing to its development and outcome (Barnett and Smoller, 2009; Etain et al., 2008) .
Emotion regulation may involve attentional and cognitive strategies (Gross and Thompson, 2007) . Bipolar disorder is associated with dysfunctional attentional and cognitive regulatory processes, such as, suppression, and avoidance of thoughts/feelings and rumination (Aldao et al., 2010) . It has been proposed that emotion dysregulation in bipolar patients (BP) could be explained by specific impairments of ventral and dorsal prefrontal regions involved in regulating subcortical regions (Phillips et al., 2008) .
Working memory (WM) paradigms are voluntary attention control paradigms that have been used to investigate emotion regulation in BP (Bertocci et al., 2012; Frangou et al., 2008; and see Phillips et al., 2008) . Functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that WM processing of faces induces reduced prefrontal activity (Passarotti et al., 2012; Pavuluri et al., 2010; Vizueta et al., 2012) .
When viewing emotional faces, BP perform worse in emotional face labeling (Favre et al., 2015; Kohler et al., 2011) , and show hyperactivity in limbic regions (Surguladze et al., 2010) .
Even with neutral faces, BP show increased amygdala activation (Kim et al., 2012; Rich et al., 2006) and tend to perceive these faces as more hostile than healthy controls (Rich et al., 2006) .
The eye region conveys emotional information (Itier and Batty, 2009) : direct gaze augments the perception of approach-related affective states (i.e. anger, joy) while averted gaze A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 4 increases the perception of avoidance-related affective states (i.e. fear, sadness) (Adams et al., 2003; Adams and Kleck, 2005) . Additionally, gaze direction activates brain regions associated with emotional face processing, such as the amygdala and the fusiform gyrus (Adams et al., 2003; George et al., 2001 ; and see Itier and Batty, 2009 ). Humans present a sensitivity to gaze direction from the earliest days of life (Farroni et al., 2002) , and eye gaze interaction offers cognitive and affective learning opportunities (Lotzin et al., 2016 (Lotzin et al., , 2015 Stern, 1974; Tronick and Reck, 2009) , and influences the development of emotion-regulation strategies (Aktar et al., 2016; Luoma et al., 2013; Möller et al., 2014) . To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has investigated the neural correlates of gaze perception in BP.
Event-related Potential (ERP) studies mainly focused on differences in BP and controls in the processing of emotional face expression. An ERP component that is sensitive to face perception is the N170 (Bentin et al., 1996) . Degabriele and colleagues (Degabriele et al., 2011) reported significantly lower N170 amplitudes in patients with bipolar disorder compared to controls, but this reduction was independent of the emotional facial expression.
On the other hand, a work by Sokhadze (Sokhadze et al., 2011) demonstrated that BP have decreased N170 amplitudes to emotional positive faces. Controversially, Wynn and coworkers (2013) found intact N170 responses to emotional faces. Ibanez et al. (2012) found that while in healthy controls happy faces elicited larger N170 amplitudes than angry faces, BD patients did not show valence differences in the N170, and suggested that BP might have a reduced affective detection threshold. Taken together, these data suggest that, while face encoding is overall preserved in BP, task instructions and affective requests may affect the N170 evoked responses in BP. Importantly, the N170 component is also sensitive to the encoding of gaze direction (Berchio et al., 2016; Conty et al., 2007;  and for a review see Itier and Batty, 2009), that, as explained above, conveys emotional information. The question we
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5 thus asked in this study is whether gaze might influence the N170 component differently in BP than healthy controls due to altered emotional judgement of gaze.
A later ERP component, the P200 is related to attentional control and emotional processing in general, and is not specific to faces (Carretié et al., 2001; Correll et al., 2006) . It has been shown that negative stimuli, such as threatening images, enhance its amplitude (Carretié et al., 2001; Correll et al., 2006; Schutter et al., 2004) . Furthermore, the P200 amplitude is correlated with reduced WM performance (Judah et al., 2016) . Therefore, the P200 appears to be another relevant component to explore attentional deployment and emotion processing in BP.
Anxiety and stress responses are potential confounding variables that must be taken into account when investigating gaze evoked responses and WM processing. Anxious individuals have an attentional bias for gaze direction (Schulze et al., 2013) , and anxiety influences P200 evoked responses (Judah et al., 2016; Schmitz et al., 2012) . Previous data have documented that stress responses affect behavior (for an exhaustive review on this topic, see Sandi and Haller, 2015) , prefrontal attentional control (Liston et al., 2009) , and the interpretation of another person's gaze (Rimmele and Lobmaier, 2012) .
In the present study, we aimed to use gaze direction as an emotion modulation parameter in a WM task in order to explore the role of attentional control on face processing in BP. To this aim, we used a two-back WM paradigm in which we presented neutral faces with direct and averted gaze without explicit instruction about gaze direction. High-density EEG, a powerful neuro-imaging tool for describing brain network dynamics with high temporal resolution (Michel and Murray, 2012) , was recorded while subjects performed the task.
Because we assumed that patients with bipolar disorder could be more susceptible to external stressor (Cohen et al., 2004; Dienes et al., 2006; Monroe and Harkness, 2005) compared to
control subjects, we monitored stress differences between patients and controls by measuring heart rate variability, and self-perception of stress.
We hypothesized that BP would display increased activities in face-responsive brain regions, and decreased activation in dorsolateral prefrontal regions associated with WM for faces.
Since the N170 is a face-sensitive component, and the P200 is modulated by attentional control and emotional processing, we expected augmented N170 and reduced P200 responses.
We expected that altered neural responses would be also reflected in lower accuracy and increased reaction times. Finally, since BP tend to identify stimuli with neutral value as emotionally negative, we hypothesized that direct gaze would reinforce these effects compared to indirect gaze. 
this study (see Table 1 ). All the patients were medicated, receiving pharmacological therapy including antipsychotics, antidepressants and mood stabilizers.
Clinical Assessment
In order to confirm bipolar disorder diagnosis and check for comorbidities in BP patients, and to exclude psychiatric diagnosis in the controls, all participants underwent a clinical structured interview (DIGS: Diagnostic for Genetic Studies, (Nurnberger et al., 1994) Euthymia was defined as the absence of major depression, hypomania, or mania. Symptoms of mania and depression were evaluated using the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS, Young et al., 1978) , and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS, Hamilton, 1960) , respectively. Participants were considered euthymic if they scored < 6 on YMRS and < 12 on HDRS. Both BP type I (n=9), and type II (n=10) were recruited. Moreover, to compare WM capacity between groups, two subtests of the WAIS-R (Wechsler, 1981) were evaluated: arithmetic, as well as forward and backward digit span.
All subjects were also assessed prior to electrophysiological recordings with the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; state and trait; Spielberger et al., 1970) .
Paradigm
During high-density EEG recordings, all subjects completed a two-back WM task (Stimuli and the experimental paradigm are described in detail in Berchio et al., 2016) . Stimuli were neutral faces (size: 14.11 x 20.99 cm) with either direct or averted gaze (Radboud Faces Database, (Langner et al., 2010) ; the database provided by Dr. Nathalie George, (George et
al., 2001); the NIMH-chEFS Picture Set, (Egger et al., 2011) ; and the Amsterdam Dynamic Facial Expression Set, (van der Schalk et al., 2011)) 1 .
Faces were presented for 1000 ms, followed by an interval of 2000 ms. Subjects were asked
to press a down arrow if the face was exactly the same as the face presented two faces before, and an up arrow if the face was different from the face presented two faces before ( Figure 1) .
A two-back match trial always referred to a match both in face identity and gaze direction. No explicit indication about gaze direction was given to the participants. Furthermore, participants were instructed to respond as quickly as possible, and to fixate the center of the screen.
The task consisted of four conditions: non-repeated faces with direct gaze and averted gaze,repeated faces with direct gaze and averted gaze (two-back target). Three six-minute blocks were presented in a pseudo-randomized order. Faces were presented with a ratio of 40% target faces to 60% non-target faces (number of target stimuli per condition = 60).
Participants then performed a rating on the perceived affective states of the neutral faces. For each participant, a sample of ten faces was randomly selected from the two-back task (five with averted gaze, five with direct gaze). Two questions were presented: a) ''How hostile is the face?''; b) ''How fearful is the face?''. Subjects were required to respond using 7-point Likert scales (0 = not at all; 7 = extremely) as quickly and accurately as possible. A fixation cross appeared for 500 ms, and stimuli were presented for 3000 ms.
1 Neutral faces have been ascertained to be neutral for the Radboud Faces Database (Langner et al., 2011) , and in the NIMH-chEFS Picture Set (Egger et al., 2011) . To examine emotion attribution on the remaining stimuli, an online survey was administered to a group of 23 adults (M age: 34.27, SD: 4.77; 13 females, 10 males). Twenty-five stimuli were presented (22 faces taken from the ADFES, 3 from the database provided by Dr. George). Subjects were asked to classify each face according to six specific emotions: happy, sad, neutral, fear, anger or surprise. For each stimulus, we calculated the proportion of participants who selected each emotion. The overall percentages for each choice were (%): 66.38 % for neutral (SD = 0.30), 5.55 % for happy (SD = 0.05), 12.04% for sad (SD = 0.10), 3.51% for fear (SD = 0.04), 9.53% for anger (SD = 0.10) and 3.01% for surprise (SD = 0.06). A repeated measures ANOVA with factor of Emotion (6 emotions) revealed a significant effect of Emotion (F(5,110) = 58.15, p<0.001), and showed that the highest score was attributed to neutral emotion (Bonferroni post hoc analyses: all ps <0.001).
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10 The two-back task and the emotional rating were presented using E-prime (2.0), with a 60-cm distance between the screen and viewer. The total duration of the session was 90 minutes. 
EEG recordings and pre-processing
High-density EEG was recorded with a 256-channel system (EGI System 200; Electrical Geodesic Inc., OR, USA), sampling rate of 1000 Hz, electrode impedance below 30 k-ohms, and CZ as acquisition reference.
ERP analyses were performed using the freely available Cartool Software 3.60, programmed by Denis Brunet (http://www.fbmlab.com/cartool-software/). Data were band-pass filtered between 0.3-40 Hz. EEG artifacts were identified by visual inspection, and contaminated epochs were rejected. ERP were baseline corrected over the pre-stimulus interval (-100 to 0 ms). Bad channels were interpolated using a 3D spline interpolation method. The ERPs were down-sampled to 250 Hz, and the data were re-referenced to the average reference. The raw
recordings were segmented and averaged into epochs of 700 ms, including 100 ms before stimulus onset. For subsequent analyses, to remove muscular artifacts located in the neck and face, the EEG data was reduced from 256 to 204 channels (see Berchio et al., 2014) .
Data Analysis

Behavioral analysis: accuracy, reaction time, rating
Behavioral performance was assessed in terms of accuracy and reaction time.
A repeated measures ANOVA was used to examine Accuracy, with Gaze ('direct' vs.
'averted') and memory Load ('non-repeated' vs. 'repeated') as within subject factors, and group (BP vs. control participants) as a between subject factor.
Median reaction times (RTs) were analyzed for the trials where the participants responded correctly. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on RTs, with Gaze (direct vs. averted) and memory Load ('non-repeated' vs. 'repeated') as within subject factors, and group (BP vs. control participants) as between subject factor.
A repeated measures ANOVA was also used to compare the behavioral ratings between groups, with Gaze (direct vs. averted) and Emotion ('hostile' vs. 'fearful') as within subject factors, and group (BP vs. control participants) as a between subject factor.
Alpha levels were set to p<0.05 on all ANOVAs, and Bonferroni corrections were applied for all comparisons.
ERP analysis
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Analysis on the scalp level
We investigated modulations in the amplitude responses between groups and conditions by computing a resampling permutation test. This test was performed for each electrode and each time point, from -100 to 400 ms post-stimulus. We opted for permutation statistics to reduce the risk of false positive effects due to multiple tests (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) . Moreover, effects were considered statistically significant only when they lasted for consecutive time frames of at least 20 ms with a threshold of p<0.01 (Michel, 2009; Murray et al., 2008) .
Furthermore, two global tests across all electrodes were applied, one to test for global strength difference of the electric field and the other to test for differences in the topography of the potential distribution (see Michel and Murray, 2012) .
Difference in map strength was evaluated using the Global Field Power (GFP), which indicates the total amount of neuronal synchronization (Skrandies, 1990) . The GFP is defined by the sum of all squared potential differences and is equivalent to the standard deviation of the potentials (Lehmann and Skrandies, 1980) . Crucially, the mean potential of all electrodes (the average reference) is subtracted from each potential before the square-sum is computed.
GFP differences were evaluated in a 2×2×2 design with permutation tests, with Gaze (direct vs. averted) and Load ('non-repeated' vs. 'repeated') as within subject factors, and Group (BP vs. control participants) as a between subject factor (Koenig et al., 2011) . Effects were considered statistically significant only if they lasted for consecutive time frames of at least 10 ms and with a p value set to < 0.05.
Differences in map topography between groups and conditions were assessed by a nonparametric permutation test called 'topographic ANOVA' or TANOVA (for technical details see Koenig et al., 2011; Michel and Murray, 2012; Murray et al., 2008) . It is based on the calculation of the global map dissimilarity (GMD) between two maps (Karniski et al., 1994 ; Srebro, 1996) . The GMD is a reference-independent measure of topographic differences of two scalp potential maps. It is defined as the square root of the mean of the squared differences between the potentials measured at each electrode (vs. the average reference) after scaling them to unitary strength by dividing them by the global field power (Koenig et al., 2011; Lehmann and Skrandies, 1980; Michel and Murray, 2012) . Because the maps have unitary strength, only topographic differences are considered. If two maps differ in topography, independent of their strength, this directly indicates that the two maps were generated by a different configuration of sources in the brain (Srebro, 1996; Vaughan, 1982) .
The test for statistical significant topographic differences is done by assigning the maps of each single subject randomly to one of the conditions (i.e. permutations of the data) and
recalculating the group-average ERPs. This procedure is repeated many times and the probability that the GMD of the real data lies significantly outside of the distribution of the randomized data is calculated for each time point (see Koenig et al., 2011 Seven subcortical structures and the cerebellum were excluded.
Since the purpose of this study was to explore differences between groups, we performed contrast analysis between groups for each condition. To solve the multiple comparisons problem, resampling tests were conducted (see Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) . The current density values of each ROI were averaged and then permuted (10000 runs, p-values less than 0.05). For each significant difference, contrast directions were assessed by a paired t test (p<0.05).
Results
Sample Characteristics
X 2 analysis showed that there were no significant differences between the groups in terms of age, education, or gender (see Table 1 ). The clinical variables of the two groups were compared with two-tailed unpaired t-tests. As shown in Table 1 , BP participants had higher scores on state and trait scales of the STAI, and participant groups also differed in depression scores.
Healthy controls and BP were screened for social anxiety using the DIGS clinical interview.
According to the DIGS, only one BP patient had social phobia.
Performance on the arithmetic and forward and backward digits span of the WAIS-R did not differ between groups. Furthermore, despite very low mean scores, patients showed statistically more depression symptoms than controls.
Behavioral results
Accuracy was significantly modulated by Gaze (F(1,36 A repeated-measures ANOVA including Emotion ('hostile' vs. 'fearful') x Gaze (direct vs averted) compared the rating scores between the two groups. The internal consistence of the five-items questionnaire was verified measuring the Cronbach's alpha: the alpha coefficient was 0.81 for hostility-items, and 0.89 for the afraid-items. ANOVA results indicated that groups did not differ on post-task ratings of the faces: there was no significant Group In summary, the behavioral results indicate that in both participant groups, faces with averted gaze were discriminated better than faces with direct gaze. However, BP did not show 
ERP results
Amplitude Results
For Visual inspection of the grand-mean evoked responses evidences four main ERP components elicited by the two-back WM task in both groups: the P100, the N170, the P200, and the P300 (Figure 3, 4) . Their mean latencies at the GFP-peaks are summarized in Table 2 . For non-repeated faces with direct gaze (see Figure 3a ), the amplitude analysis showed (Figure 4 b) .
In summary, the amplitude analysis highlighted lower amplitudes at the latency of the P200 component, for all conditions, in the BP group. For non-repeated faces with direct gaze and averted gaze, an increase in amplitude at the rising phase of the P300 peak was also observed in the BP.
For all the analyses performed, the p values are summarized in Table 1 in the Supplementary Appendix. Amplitude analysis results (lower part of the figure) ; black lines indicate significant differences between groups (p≤0.05).
Global topographic measures
The permutation analysis on the GFP revealed a significant main effect of Load in the following time windows: 20-40 ms (p=0.016), 176-192 ms (p=0.010), and 352-396 ms (p=0.002); a significant main effect of Gaze: from 80 to 92 ms (p=0.002). Furthermore, the GFP analysis showed an interaction effect Gaze*Group from 220 to 252 ms (p=0.003) ( Figure   5 , a). A comparison within the BP Group, showed a stronger GFP amplitude reduction for direct gaze than averted gaze BP (p=0.001).
Concerning scalp topographies, the TANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Load (28-40 ms, p=0.022; 292-400 ms, p=0.001), of Gaze (80-112 ms, p=0.002), and Group (284-304
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21 ms, p=0.045). Finally, a significant interaction between Gaze*Group was detected from 356 to 376 ms (p=0.029) ( Figure 5, b) .
To test if the effects found over these time periods were stable, we performed post hoc analysis (for technical details see Koenig et al., 2011) . Because the first aim of this study was to explore ERP differences between groups, planned comparisons were performed only on Asterisks (*) indicate significant group differences. b) Topographic ERP maps. Significant differences between groups were found from 284 to 304 ms (TANOVA analysis).
Analysis in the source space
To test between group effects, source space analyses were conducted in the time windows where the amplitude analyses at the sensor level revealed significant differences between the patients and the healthy participants, and where these effects were confirmed by the global measures analyses. We performed analyses in two consecutive time windows that correspond to the P200 component (180-250 ms) and at the rising phase of the P300 component (250-300 ms) (For all the contrast analyses performed, positive t values indicate higher current density for the control group, negative t values indicate higher current density for the BP).
In response to non-repeated faces with direct gaze, localization of P200 sources revealed lower current source density in the patients in the left supplementary motor cortex, right postcentral gyrus, and the bilateral paracentral lobule (see Table  2 in the Supplementary Appendix, Figure 6 ). Additionally, at the latency of the P300 maximum for repeated faces, lower current source density in BP was detected in the left medial superior frontal cortex.
BP also displayed significantly less current source density in response to non-repeated faces with averted gaze (see Table 3 in the Supplementary Appendix, Figure 7 ). Localization of P200 sources showed significant differences in the right superior frontal gyrus, left medial frontal cortex, bilateral supplementary motor cortex, right supramarginal gyrus, and bilateral paracentral lobule. At the P300, significant differences and less current source density in the BP were found in the left middle frontal gyrus.
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Comparison of activation, for repeated faces with direct gaze, revealed lower values of current source density for the patients in the right medial frontal gyrus, left supplementary motor cortex, left precentral gyrus, right postcentral gyrus, and bilateral paracentral lobule ( Figure   6 ). At the P300, patients demonstrated higher values in the left precentral gyrus (see Table 4 in the Supplementary Appendix) .
Finally, a direct group comparison of responses to repeated faces with averted gaze revealed lower current source density in the BP in the left superior frontal gyrus, right rolandic operculum, left supplementary motor cortex, and bilateral paracentral lobule during a WM memory task (Figure 7) . At the P300, no significant differences between groups were found (see Table 5 in the Supplementary Appendix). To examine the effects of anxiety on the evoked responses, we conducted an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). This analysis was performed to determine whether anxiety scores predicted the ERP amplitude measures. For each condition and participant, the GFP maximum was selected at the latency of the P200. We used the GFP because it is a global quantitative, and reference-independent measure of the amount of neuronal synchronization (see Skrandies, 1990) . Anxiety scores (STAI-state or STAI-trait) were the predictor, Group
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25 (BP vs. control participants) was the categorical factor, and the dependent variables were GFP for faces with direct gaze ('non-repeated' vs. 'repeated') and averted gaze ('non-repeated' vs.
'repeated').
This analysis revealed that in all of the models tested, neither predictor, STAI-trait (Main effects: all Fs(1,34) We also investigated the influence of anxiety scores on the emotional rating. We performed an ANCOVA with Emotion ('hostile', 'fearful') and Gaze (direct vs. averted) as dependent variables, Group (BP vs. control participants) as categorical factor, and anxiety scores (STAIstate or STAI-trait) as predictor. This analysis only showed that STAI-state scores positively predicts 'hostile' emotion for faces with direct gaze (F=2.91, df model=2, R 2 =0.204, p=0.043) . No other effects were significant (all Fs(1,34)<0.79, ps>0.05) .
Effect of depressive scores
In our sample, BP showed statistically more depression symptoms than controls (see Table 1 ).
Depression is associated with deficit in attentional control (De Raedt and Koster, 2010) and difficulties inhibiting negative emotions (Joormann & Gotlib, 2010) . To examine the extent to which depressive scores predict P200 evoked responses (amplitude), we performed ANCOVA analysis. P200 GFP maximum for faces with direct gaze ('non-repeated' vs. 'repeated') and
averted gaze ('non-repeated' vs. 'repeated') were used as dependent variables, Group (BP vs control participants) was the categorical factor, and depressive scores were the predictor.
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This analysis highlighted a positive correlation between depressive scores and P200 GFP maximum for repeated face with direct gaze (F=4.27, df model=2 R 2 =+.150, p=0.021). No other effects were significant (all Fs(1,35)<0.79, all ps>0.05) .
Discussion
Our study investigated the neural substrate of gaze processing during WM memory task in BP. BP showed diminished P200 and augmented P300 evoked responses to neutral faces differentially modulated by direct and averted gaze, as well as non-repeated and repeated faces. At these latencies, the BP group showed reduced activation in prefrontal, premotor and parietal regions. On the other hand, behavioural data showed that face repetition doesn't facilitate face recognition in the BP, regardless of gaze direction.
The key discovery of this work is the general reduced amplitude of P200 in BP compared with controls, modulated by gaze direction and WM processing. Previous work has shown that this component is sensitive to negative emotional stimuli and attentional control (Correll et al., 2006) , functions that are thought to be impaired in BP (see Green et al., 2007) . Our results indeed suggest a primary dysfunction in both attentional control and gaze processing, but also that the two systems may affect each other because the P200 was differentially modulated by gaze direction (see GFP results). Interestingly, the P200 amplitude reduction was particularly pronounced for faces with direct gaze. Perceived direct gaze enhances cognitive processing and brain responses (for a review see, Itier and Batty, 2009, Senju and Johnson, 2009 ), a processing advantage that has been defined as the eye contact effect (Senju and Johnson, 2009) . In this sense, our ERP results suggest that a dysfunctional appreciation of gaze direction is a prominent impairment in bipolar disorder.
Anxiety is highly associated with bipolar disorder (Simon et al., 2004) , and several studies have shown that anxiety affects gaze perception (Gamer et al., 2011; Horley et al., 2003; Moukheiber et al., 2010; Schneier et al., 2011) , and that the P200 is affected by anxiety responses (Judah et al., 2016) . Our results indicate that modulation of the P200 was not Stress measures were also investigated as possible confounding variables. However, no differences between groups were found in terms of heart-rate variability and self-reported stress (see Supplementary Appendix) .
Interestingly, the analysis of covariance showed that depressive symptoms predict the P200 GFP maximum for repeated faces with direct gaze. This finding is not surprising considering that people who suffer from depression are unable to inhibit neutral materials during WM processing (Gohier et al., 2009 ) and have rumination thoughts (Donaldson et al., 2007) . Our results suggest that direct gaze is particularly salient in mood disorders.
We have also shown that there were no group differences for the N170 evoked responses.
This result suggests that the ability to encode the structural properties of faces were preserved in our clinical cohort. Only few ERP studies have been conducted on face processing in BP, and the effects concerning the N170 are controversial (Feuerriegel et al., 2015) . Though our patients showed typical N170 responses, the P200 was affected by gaze perception. These results, taken together, may be seen as consistent with the idea that bipolar disorder is associated with atypical processing of the eye region and its gaze rather than the processing of the face per se.
In contrast to the reduced P200 component, BP showed increased P300 amplitude to nonrepeated faces with direct and averted gaze. Increased P300 amplitudes have been proposed to be an index of attention allocation to novel and unattended stimuli (Polich, 2007; Polich and Kok, 1995) . There is also evidence that unattended face features enhance P300 evoked responses (Campanella et al., 2002; Mueller et al., 2017) . Moreover, some studies have shown that perceptual categorization and task difficulty increase the evoked responses of this component (Hagen et al., 2006; Polich and Kok, 1995) . In our BP sample, the enhanced P300
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29 amplitudes could indicate that novel faces were perceived as more unusual and also that recognizing novel faces was a demanding task.
Independent of face repetition, in the P300 time window, the TANOVA analysis also revealed a significant Group x Gaze interaction effect. To some extent, this finding also supports the hypothesis of a face-specific deficit at the latency of the P300 in BP.
Another unique contribution made by the current ERP study on bipolar disorder was the examination of the brain sources underlying the ERP components.. Given different neuropsychological correlates for P200 and P300 (see above), different networks may be disrupted in BP. For non-repeated faces viewed by BP, P200 source localization revealed decreased current source density in the primary somato-sensory cortex and adjacent parietal regions, the premotor cortex, and the middle frontal gyrus. Largely overlapping networks, including the premotor cortex and parietal regions, were also characterized by showing less current density in BP by repeated faces. The somato-sensory cortex is a region involved in the recognition of affective facial expressions (Adolphs et al., 2000) . The somato-sensory response found in BP may thus be suggestive of reduced affective processing of neutral faces.
BP may be expected to have an emotional bias in the perception of neutral stimuli (M'bailara et al., 2009; Rich et al., 2006) . Gaze reinforces this bias since direct gaze promotes the perception of approach-oriented emotions, and averted gaze induces the perception of avoidance emotions (Adams and Kleck, 2005) . Thus, our results suggest that faces were processed differently by BP because of the different emotional somato-sensorial experience of them (for a review see Adolphs, 2002) . However, we did not detect any aberrant cognitive interpretation in BP with the current paradigm. Taken together, the EEG data and the behavioural ratings, may suggest functional deficits in the processing of face with neutral expressions, though, not mediated by cognitive mechanisms.
30 Furthermore, source localization of the P300 showed differential responses between the BP and the controls in the middle frontal gyrus, a region related to high-level executive functions, and regulatory processes (Ochsner and Gross, 2005; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) . Several fMRI studies report reduced medial prefrontal cortex activity in BP compared to healthy subjects (for a review see Strakowski et al., 2012) . In our study, the reduced medial frontal activation may be interpreted as a lack of top-down control of attention for face encoding, and this could explain the augmented P300 amplitudes. This assumption may be consistent with evidences that healthy subjects have reduced P300 amplitudes during WM encoding for faces (Morgan et al., 2008; Polich, 2007; Polich and Kok, 1995) .
It is also important to note that there were no significant gaze direction effects in the behavioural performance between groups, which could be an indication of compensatory brain mechanism engaged in the BP group. Based on our ERP results and evidence from previous studies (Bertocci et al., 2012; Frangou et al., 2008) , it seems likely that a WM task exceeding a certain threshold (i.e. 3, 4…-back WM task) would be needed to augment impairments in BP.
Moreover, the premotor cortex lower current source density in the BP group may indicate deficits in visual spatial attention to neutral faces. WM spatial attention monitoring is associated with enhanced activation in premotor cortex (Owen et al., 2005) .
Nevertheless, repeated faces with averted gaze, the most salient condition in our task (highest accuracy), showed less current source density in the patient group in the superior frontal gyrus. This region is also known to be involved in WM spatial attention and maintenance (du Boisgueheneuc et al., 2006) , and this result is again consistent with a model that suggests a specific impairment in BP gaze attentional allocation resources and encoding.
What implication do these atypical stages of gaze processing have for our understanding of bipolar disorder? Our environmental experiences influence the development of emotion-A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 31 regulation strategies (Koulomzin et al., 2002; Morales et al., 2005; Morris et al., 2007) .
Several behavioural studies have shown dysfunctional parental-infant gaze coordination in caregivers with post-partum depression (Lovejoy et al., 2000) and mood disorders (Lotzin et al., 2016 (Lotzin et al., , 2015 Tronick and Reck, 2009) . In this sense, our early gaze experiences might also be considered an environmental risk factor, that might remain as a vulnerability trait in BP.
Few studies have investigated gaze processing patterns in BP (Kim et al., 2009) , and as far as we know, no studies have examined the neural correlates of gaze processing in mood disorders. Although we have no information on our patients' relationship with their parents shortly after birth, the present study not only provides biological evidence for abnormal gaze processing in adults with BP, but it may also lead to understand the consequences of early dysfunctional emotional experience and learning in BP.
It is important to note that our data are subject to potential limitations. First, to not affect WM processing and face storing the inter-trial interval was not randomly varied (see Figure 1 ).
This could have induced anticipatory responses that potentially affected the behavioral and the ERP responses. Second, to examine the extent to which medications affect WM performance and ERP responses, BP would have been compared to themselves; however, our low sample size did not allow such analysis. Effects of medications on our results can thus not be excluded. The small sample size is an eminent problem in clinical studies and replication studies are needed to exclude a selection bias. Third, EEG spatial resolution didn't allow us to investigate deep brain structures which might have been involved in the processing of the stimuli. However, we are confident that the localization precision of HD EEG source imaging for cortical sources allows to conclude on brain activity differences described in this study.
Several studies compared source localization of EEG or evoked potentials with fMRI (Klamer et al., 2015; Lascano et al., 2016; Liu and He, 2008; Plomp et al., 2010) , electrocortical stimulation (Lascano et al., 2014) , intracranial recordings Nahum et A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 32 al., 2011) or postsurgical outcome (Brodbeck et al., 2011; Lascano et al., 2016; and demonstrated high localization accuracy and localization precision in the range of around 15 mm.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the present study describes the basic properties of face perception in BP. Our results suggest altered neutral face processing, potentially reinforced by emotional attribution of direct gaze, as a characteristic of bipolar disorder. Moreover, our data suggest that brain attentional control in BP is influenced by rapid and automatic aspects of gaze processing, although very early processing stages seem untouched. However, further evidence on the interaction between ecological properties of face processing, emotional dysregulation, and the symptoms presented in bipolar disorders are still needed.
Supplementary Appendix
Supplementary materials accompanying this work can be found in the online version.
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